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1. Introduction

Lau is spoken by approximately 10,300 speakers on the eastern side of the

island of Malaita in the Solomon Islands. It is spoken in a geographically

discontinuous area, as follows: in northern Malaita on Ndai Island and along

the coast and offshore artificial islands (well known from Ivens 1930) as far

as Kwai Harbour; in southern Malaita around the Port Adam area. The

reason for this dislocation is that the Port Adam area was resettled from the

Ataa area in north-eastern Malaita. Three major dialects of Lau are

distinguished: Suafa, Lau and Dai (Ndai).

Previous descriptions of Lau have almost all been written by missionaries

working on Malaita. Among the most imponant are Ivens (1921), -a revised

edition of which appeared in 1929. This revision was based on a stay at

Fouia in 1927, almost in the centre of Lau territory. His 1921 work had been

based on southern Lau spoken around Port Adam, Ivei^s also published a

vocabulary of the Lau language (1932). In 1974 Fox produced a Lau

dictionary, which was the first Lau publication to indicate phonemic vowel

length and the glottal stop. Fox's informants, however, did not distinguish

between /s/ and /h/, diagnostic of dialect differences, see section 2.

A considerable evangelical literature exists in Lau. Matthew's Gospel in

Lau first appeared in 1905 ( Na tatalofa Diena Mala a Matthew e kedeana),

followed by the four gospels in 1910. The Book of Genesis was first

translated in 1914 (Na buk Genesis sulia baela i Lau), The complete New
Testament (Gwalulaa faalu a faamourigia a aarai gia a Jesus Christ)

appeared in 1929, prepared by W.G. Ivens. In his introduction to Fox

(1974), Miranda comments that "None of the (mission) publications indicate

the glottal stop; most of them do not note vowel length, which is phonemic;

and any attempts to create a consistent orthography for the language seem to

have failed" (1974: iv). It should be pointed out, however, that since

Miranda's remarks efforts have been made to produce standardised

orthographies for Malaitan languages; see especially Simons (1979).
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